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Abstract 
 

In Concept-based Search (CbS) problems the term conceptual solution, or in short 

concept, refers to a pre-defined subset of feasible solutions, which is meaningful to 

the decision-makers. In such CbS problems, predefined meaningful subsets of 

particular solutions, i.e., predefined concepts, are explored to reach some informative 

results at the conceptual and the particular solution levels. Interactive CbS (I-CbS) 

forms a synergy between humans` tacit knowledge and cognitive abilities at the 

conceptual level and the search capabilities of computers at the detailed level of the 

particular solutions.  

While not restricted to search problems that involve multiple criteria, most research 

on CbS and I-CbS focused on multi-objective problems and multi-criteria decision-

making. In such a context, the term interactivity commonly refers to biasing the search 

according to interactive articulations of objective preferences. In contrast, multi-criteria 

I-CbS is not restricted to such a bias; interactivity in I-CbS could also be implemented 

with respect to preferences towards concepts and sub-concepts.    

This tutorial will provide insight to the unique features of I-CbS and to its potential 

real-life applications. It aims to introduce the HHAI community of researchers and 

practitioners to past and current research on CbS and I-CbS and to provide an 

overview about potential future research directions concerning I-CbS.  

  

The tutorial topics  

  
1. Introduction: The origin of CbS, conceptual solutions and the notion of a set-

based concept 

2. Set-based concept evaluation versus traditional concept evaluation  

3. Real-life examples of CbS and I-CbS 

4. Pareto-optimality and the s-Pareto approach for optimal concept selection  

5. I-CbS using the s-Pareto approach 

6. The s-Pareto approach versus the relaxed concept-based Pareto approach 

7. On the difference between optimal concept and satisficing concept 

8. On multi-criteria CbS of satisficing concepts 

9. The various types of CbS and their motivations and relations to other search 

types  
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10. Numerical difficulties of CbS 

11. Methodologies for comparing multi-criteria CbS algorithms 

12. Multi-criteria decision-making on set-based concepts 

13. Overview on Interactive Multi-Objective Optimization (I-MOO) 

14. The unique features of I-CbS as compared with I-MOO  

15. Research challenges and opportunities concerning CbS and I-CbS 

16. A discussion on the potential of I-CbS for HHAI  
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Tutorial duration - Approximately 3 hours  

 

Tutorial format - PowerPoint presentation and a discussion on the potential of I-

CbS problems and solution techniques to HHAI applications.  
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